SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 12 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, partly cloudy, winds 11, temperature high -06C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin, James Roth
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

- The day spent working on LARS deck helping the marine techs move the heavy cargo and maximizing the room on deck, creating a space that will allow the SCINI winch, Roving drill winch, Main cable winch for SALSA drill that can be loaded with either the tracked skid loader or the Fassi winch
- Finished bolting down the Wire Winch for transportation.
- Removed the Load Transfer cage and located for transportation back to McMurdo for storage on pad three (our new drill equipment storage area)
- Strapped down everything in the MEC but will leave it set up for any late cargo that needs stowed and will fold walls and prepare for transport on Friday.

Cargo: None to report.

Note: James Roth arrived today. After getting through his training will have him start on preparing the DNF cargo for shipping.

Very productive day on the LARS deck made great strides in getting the LARS ready to go, once the tracked loader is back from being serviced we should have the rest of the winches loaded in a matter of hours.
Fassi crane removing load transfer cage from LARS deck.  
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Jonas Kalin and Graham Roberts removing tool assembly frame.  
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